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What’s hot in kitchens and bathrooms, edited by Nathalie Wilson

1 If you can’t go globetrotting then let the gold-
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en age of travel come to you. With its aerodynamic form and use of glamorous materials
and finishes, interior designer Martin Kemp’s
‘Corvair’ bathroom collection for THG Paris
evokes the Art Deco era. Shown: rim-mounted
bath mixer in polished nickel and Fior di Bosco
marble (£6,250). Visit thg-paris.com.
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Lapicida’s ceramic ‘Tin Panel’ tiles are a copy
of a copy, the pressed-metal ones on which they
are based having themselves been devised as
an affordable alternative to decorative plasterwork. They’re available in six colourways and
cost from £106.80 per sq m. Ring 01423 400100,
or visit lapicida.com.
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3 Food storage has come a long way since the
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days of ice houses and larders with mesh doors.
Fisher & Paykel’s recessed-handle French-door
fridge/freezer (£2,395), which comes in stainless steel or black glass, has a flush front for a
streamlined look, capacious and flexible storage, a water dispenser and Active Smart technology. This automatically adjusts humidity,
airflow and temperature. Ring 0800 088 6601,
or visit fisherpaykel.com.

4 For Paul Le Mesurier, rolling out of bed into

work was the norm, even pre-pandemic – his
workshop and home are a stone’s throw apart
on the Uppark Estate in West Sussex. There he
crafts sustainably sourced ash, oak and walnut
into the pared-back, timeless furniture he and
his wife, Maria, design. Shown: 2.6m-long walnut ‘Style 1’ kitchen table (from £1,275) with
1.25m-long walnut benches (£250 each) and
130 × 55 × 85cm ash kitchen island (from £445).
Ring 01730 826644, or visit woodedit.co.uk.
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5 Bathing beauty: the delicate good looks of

interior designer Susie Atkinson’s ‘Whitewater’
bath for Drummonds belie the robust casting,
shot-blasting and enamelling processes and
materials employed in its manufacture. Available in four finishes, including painted (shown),
it’s yours from £3,792. Ring 020 7376 4499, or
visit drummonds-uk.com.

6 When it comes to bathroom lighting, flair
need not be sacrificed for safety’s sake. Hector
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